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Let’s Look at Energy, Especially Oil
• Energy
• Energy and Climate Change
• Focus on Oil
– Why is oil so special

• Addiction to oil
– Responses

• Impending oil shortages
– World close to maximum oil production rate
– Substitutes for conventional oil?

• Effects of impending oil shortages
– Set stage for breakout discussions: Adaptation
Strategies in Light of Energy Scarcity
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Energy: Big Picture
Twin Threats
Supply
- adequate
- affordable
- secure

Harm to Environment
and Health
Caused by:
Consuming too much
fossil energy:
- for our health
- for the atmosphere
Or, caused by:
“Accidents”:
- oil spills
- coal mine explosions
- nuclear meltdowns

Last night’s CBS Evening News: 34 M gallons
of oil were spilled in the US in 2010.
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Context: Energy
• Energy: required to do anything/everything
• Fossil fuels: coal, oil, natural gas
Finite resources
> 78% of all US energy use; > 87% of world energy use

• Transport sector: US is 94% dependent on oil
– Other sectors (industry, agri.): also heavily reliant on oil

• Conventional oil: near global maximum production
– Impending supply/demand mismatch

• Unconventional oil; oil substitutes: not adequate
• Shortages of oil  price increases, for oil; everything
 disruption of economic activity
• China: in 2000: ½ US’s energy use
: by 2010, passed US in energy use
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How are Energy and Climate
Change Related?
ENERGY
Acquisition
and Use

IMPENDING
OIL
SHORTAGES

US, 2009
~ 85% of all GHGs
main cause

complicate

CLIMATE
CHANGE

CLIMATE
CHANGE
ADAPTATION
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Context: Energy and Climate Change
• Climate Change Mitigation:
– Cutting energy use (or de-carbonizing energy use)
reduces GHGs  lessens degree of climate change

• Climate Change Adaptation:
– Living with remaining effects of climate change
Dilemmas
Energy is required to adapt to climate change.
But use of fossil energy causes more climate change.
Oil, in particular, is facing supply constraints.
But oil is especially needed to adapt to climate change.
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Climate Change  Energy Challenges
Some examples

• Climate change  rising sea levels
 danger to coastal power plants
• Climate change  unusual droughts
 harder to obtain water to cool
power plants in affected areas
• Climate change  hotter summers
 greater use of energy to cool
homes and businesses
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Let’s Focus on Oil
• Oil is a unique resource
– Oil underpins modern life, especially in the US

• We face impending oil shortages
– Price volatility, price increases
– Serious disruptions:
• to our economy, environment, health, way of life

– Timing: coincident with (or sooner than) climate change

• Can we avoid these serious disruptions?
– Increase supply of oil?
– Use substitutes for the oil we rely on so heavily?
– Decrease demand for oil?

• If we can’t avoid impending disruptions, our ability to
adapt to climate change faces major hurdles
– Imagine our nation functioning without (affordable) oil
Some of slides that follow were borrowed from Dr. Brian S. Schwartz, JHSPH
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Before going on --- here’s a QUIZ
1) Does the US produce more oil now than it did in 1970?
< 10%

10-19%

20-50%

> 50%

YES, more by:
NO, less by:

2) Which 3 countries supplied the most oil used in the US? [2005-09]
3) Which country produces the most oil?
4) From which areas of the world does the US import the most oil?
Persian Gulf

Africa

Western Hemisphere

Other

5) How large is the federal tax on gasoline sold in the US?
0 (none)

<20 c/gal

20-49 c/gal 50-75 c/gal

> 75 c/gal

6) Which policy change would save more gasoline? Increase fuel
efficiency standards from ______ to ______
35 mpg to 50 mpg

20 mpg to 25 mpg 60 mpg to 100 mpg

7) How many countries now produce less oil than they used to?
0 (none)

Just the US

<5

< 10

< 25

At least 40
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Origin of Petroleum Imported into US
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Which Changes in Auto Fuel
Efficiency Matter the Most?
Effect of Raising MPG on Gallons Used
to Drive 10,000 Miles
2000
1500

Gallons

10,000
miles

Gallons
Used at
Various
MPGs

1000
500
0
0

20

40
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80
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MPG
Increasing from 20 mpg to 25 mpg saves 100 gallons of gasoline.
Increasing from 35 mpg to 50 mpg saves 86 gallons of gasoline.
Increasing from 60 mpg to 100 mpg saves 67 gallons of gasoline.
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What’s So Special About Oil?
Oil is a unique energy source
• Energy dense
• Storable
• Transportable
• Versatile
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Oil: Our Civilization’s Master Resource
DIRECT USE
• main fuel for transport
– gasoline
– diesel
– jet fuel
• space heating
• power factories and
industrial processes
INDIRECT USE
• to generate electricity

USE as a FEEDSTOCK
to create hundreds of products:

Petrochemicals
- plastics
- synthetic fibers
- synthetic rubbers
- detergents
- chemical fertilizers
Also:
- lubricants, pesticides, waxes
- food additives, pharmaceuticals
- resins, ink dyes, perfumes
- ethylene (film, garbage bags)

So much of what we do depends directly or indirectly on oil

Oil is truly fundamental to the world’s economy. [Cheney, 1999]
Note that electricity can’t replace oil in all its roles
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Another Special Quality of Oil
High Net Energy
What does that mean?
Energy returned
It means this ratio is high:

Energy invested

Net energy ratio = 100, for earlier oil
= 30, for Middle East oil now
It now takes more than 3 times as much energy to obtain
each barrel of oil than it once took.

Other sources of energy have lower net energy ratios:
= 3, for oil sands
= 1.5, for shale oil
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Oil = World’s Largest Energy Source
Energy Source
Oil
Fossil
Coal
87.5%
Natural gas

World Total Use of
Primary Energy, 2009
%
Quads
36.2 %
178.553
29.0 %
142.95
22.3 %

Hydro

<6%

Nuclear

<6%

Renewables
TOTAL

~2%
100 %

110.05

492.59

Quad: 1 quadrillion Btus
Source: EIA, International Energy Statistics
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Oil = US’s Largest Energy Source
(2009, quads)
94.4 Q , record drop of 5% from 2008

Huge dependence

37.4%
Fossil
78.4%

Quad = quadrillion (1015) Btu

Source: EIA Annual Energy Review, 2009, August 2010
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Our previous President said:
“America is addicted to oil, which is
often imported from unstable parts
of the world.”
2006 State of the Union address

Our current President said:
“We have to end the tyranny of oil.”
Obama’s 1st visit as President
(in early Feb. ’09) to US DOE
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By the way…
• Ending the addiction to oil
– one of our three greatest energy challenges

The other two are:
• De-carbonizing electricity generation
• Ending energy poverty
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Reasons for our high dependence on oil
• Land use patterns,
transportation system

We chose it.

–
–
–
–

Geared to autos, not rail or peds
Sprawl: suburbanization
Urban flight, disinvestment
Vehicle miles traveled (VMT)
grew faster than population
– Same for auto ownership rates
– For many Americans:
• every trip requires an auto
• every adult needs a car
• youth, elderly stranded

• Fuel efficiency standards:
– Held low for many years

• SUVs: we bought millions
– Lower fuel standards

We can’t easily undo this situation.
We spent the last 60 years building
our nation using this model.

• Gasoline prices:
• US: ½ of Europe (>$8/gallon in 7 countries)
• Federal gasoline tax: only 18.4 cents/gallon
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Growth in Vehicle Miles Traveled
Outpaced Population Growth
Before 2008 Oil Price Spike
and Economic Recession
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Driving and Transit Use:
International Comparisons
• Americans drive many
more miles than:
– Canadians
– Australians
– Europeans

• Average U.S. citizen
consumes more energy
for transportation:
5
x wealthy Asian
1.65 x Canadian & Aussie
2.5 x European

Driving
(Vkm/capita)

Transit
(Pkm/capita)

Non-Rail

9386

251

Rail

7050

1050

3871

1644

City Location
U.S.

Canada
Australia
Europe

Source: Newman, P. and J. Kenworthy.
Cities and Automobile Dependence, 1989

We drive more AND our vehicles are fuel less efficient.
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U.S. gas prices are a joke ... in Norway

Norwegians laugh when they hear Americans complain about
high gasoline prices. They pay sky-high prices for gasoline, even
though their nation is awash in oil. Gasoline costs $9.28 per
gallon in Oslo, as of early March 2011, according to Din Side, a
Norwegian search and news site that monitors gasoline prices.
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Dangers of our Oil Addiction
Our Situation
Heavy reliance, especially in transport sector
Substitutes are not readily available
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Economic vulnerability to price shocks
We pay the world oil price for our domestic oil
Worsening balance of payments
Enrichment of oil-exporting regimes that may use oil
money to export terror and import nuclear weapons
Increased incentive for military action to maintain access
Reduced freedom of action in foreign policy and counter
terrorism
Significant contributor to climate change
Reduced ability to adapt to climate change
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WAR & NATIONAL SECURITY

Our reliance on oil threatens our national interests and security.
© 2007 David Horsey, Seattle Post-Intelligencer
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How Have U.S. Energy Policies
Responded to Our Addiction to Oil?
Type of Action

Comment

Refused to admit it (until recently)

But still largely ignored

Supply side approach usually taken

Drill, baby, drill is not answer

CAFE standards
(auto fuel efficiency standards)

Held low for decades; now being
raised somewhat aggressively

SUVs

Special treatment was not wise

Biofuels

Corn ethanol: bad idea

“Goal” of energy (oil) independence

Vision needs action

Gasoline tax

Low and unchanged since early
1990s; political will lacking in US

Hybrid cars

Slow start; now gaining traction

Ignored the root causes: suburban
land use patterns – we built for cars

Hard nut to crack; but not seriously
being addressed

Carbon regulation

Trading failed to pass; Tax DOA
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Drill, baby, drill: Not a Wise Approach
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Basis for Impending Oil Shortages
• Our addiction  consumption is high and won’t easily
be seriously reduced – without major economic harm
• Demand (worldwide): growing rapidly (e.g., China)

– actual demand reductions are rare without large price ↑
• conservation (changing behavior): are you cutting back?
• efficiency improvements: better fuel efficiency, finally

• Oil: finite, non-renewable resource
• Oil discoveries: not keeping up with consumption
– various reasons

• Conventional oil production: declining in many areas
– true for oil wells, fields, even nations

• Unconventional oil: not expected to close the gap
– huge impacts on land, water, climate, and energy
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Conventional Oil: Typical Production Profile
• Every oilfield is unique
• But, typically an oilfield goes through
3 phases:
– Buildup: production rises as newly
drilled wells are brought into production

– Plateau: output is broadly flat as new
wells are brought in offsetting declines at
the oldest producing wells

Initial high-pressure gusher

– Decline: production gradually falls with
reservoir pressure
• During plateau and decline phases,
enhanced recovery methods are often used:
water, even seawater, or CO2 is pumped
down to force up more oil – but ↑ production
rate cannot be maintained indefinitely.

Key measure: production rate, not reserves.
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How Fast and how Large is the Decline?
International Energy Agency (Nov 2008)
After analyzing 800 oilfields, IEA stated that for those nations with
declining oil production, the rate of decline in oil production in their
existing fields is 6.7% per year (which is twice the decline IEA had
estimated in 2007) and this decline would grow to 8.6% in 2030.
Even if oil demand was to remain flat to 2030, 45 million barrels
per day of gross capacity – roughly 4 times the current capacity of
Saudi Arabia – would need to be built by 2030 just to offset the
effect of oilfield decline.

Do you think that much new capacity
can or will be built?
Is that a: realistic future?
: climate-friendly future?
: healthy future?
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Actual Oil Production Experiences
• Many oil fields and even many
nations now produce much
less oil than they once did.
• On the decline - examples:
– US, Mexico, UK, Norway
– 2/3 of oil-producing nations
(45 of 64)
– 15 of 23 largest oil-producing
nations
– 2 of 5 of world’s largest oil
fields
Adapted from John Kaufmann
Oregon Dept of Energy
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Oil Producing Countries on the Decline

Energy Watch Group, Crude Oil Supply Report, October 2007
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History of US Crude Oil Production
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Existing and Potential Additions to
US Oil Production are Not Huge
• Alaska
• Deepwater in Gulf of Mexico
• Offshore
• ANWR (still off-limits)

Wishful thinking?
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Millions of barrels/day

Alaska and deepwater drilling in Gulf of
Mexico have done little to change reality

USA Production forecast to 2010 including non-conventional oil
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Deepwater Drilling
“We kept going out into deeper and
deeper water until we got in deep water.”
Energy Secretary Steven Chu
reflecting on the 2010 BP oil spill
in the Gulf of Mexico

Chu noticed how little
innovation there was
in the deep-water
drilling business and
how few gauges and
backup mechanisms
were installed on the
blowout preventer.
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Projected Effect on US Production of Oil of Drilling in ANWR
OPEC Embargos
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NPC: Facing the Hard Truths, 2007
NPC = National Petroleum Council

Worldwide Oil Production

You are here
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So, where might all this oil come from?
?
~76
mb/d

Energy Watch Group, Crude Oil Supply Report, October 2007
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International Energy Agency
Outlook for Oil Production, in 2030
AEO

Global Oil
Production
(mb/d), in 2030

2004

121

2005

115

2006

116

2007

116

2008

104

2009

105

2010

96

AEO: Annual Energy Outlook, by IEA

Notice a
trend?
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IEA Statements on Energy/Oil
from its Annual Energy Outlook
• 2008: “… fields located offshore, … tend to decline much
more quickly than big, onshore fields …”
• 2009: “Price volatility will continue, but the days of cheap
energy are over”
• 2009: “… decline in output at existing fields, which will drop
by almost two-thirds by 2030”
• 2010: “Clearly, global oil production will peak one day, …”
• 2010: “Crude oil output reaches an undulating plateau of
around 68-69 mb/d by 2020, but never regains its all-time
peak of 70 mb/d reached in 2006, …”
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“Warning: Oil supplies are running out fast. Catastrophic shortfalls

threaten economic recovery, says world’s top energy economist.
August 3, 2009

• Dr. Fatih Birol, chief economist at IEA in Paris:
• “The world is heading for a catastrophic energy crunch
that could cripple a global economic recovery because
most of major oil fields in the world have passed their peak
production … ”
• “the public and many governments appeared to be
oblivious to the fact that the oil on which modern
civilization depends is running out far faster than
previously predicted and that global production is likely to
peak in about 10 years – at least a decade earlier than
most governments had estimated.”
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US Military: Aware of Oil Shortages
U.S. Military Launches Alternative-Fuel Push. Dependence on Oil
Seen as Too Risky. By YOCHI J. DREAZEN. May 21, 2008 Page A1

“Some Pentagon officers have embraced planning
around the "peak oil" theory … that the world's oil
production is about to plateau … Earlier this year, they
brought … investment banker Matthew Simmons to the
Pentagon for a presentation … he warned that under the
theory “energy security becomes an oxymoron.” ”
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February 18, 2010

US Military
The USJFCOM is one of the DoD’s ten combatant commands.

By 2012, surplus oil production capacity could entirely
disappear … as early as 2015, the shortfall in output could
reach nearly 10Mbpd.
While it is difficult to predict precisely what economic,
political, and strategic effects such a shortfall might produce,
it surely would reduce the prospects for growth in both the
developing and developed worlds.
Such an economic slowdown would exacerbate other
unresolved tensions, push fragile and failing states further
down the path toward collapse, and perhaps have serious
economic impact on both China and India.
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What About Other Energy Options?
To Maintain Industrial Society, Energy
Must …
• Be rapidly scalable to needed capacity
• Have a high net energy ratio
• Be transportable, storable, energy-dense
– Oil: energy dense
: infrastructures in place

• Be renewable
– If not, only postpones the problem

• Be ecologically sane

There is
no silver
bullet
energy
source.

– Tar sands and oil shale are not eco-sane
Adapted from McBay
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Possible “Sources” of More Oil
• Enhanced recovery at existing wells/fields
• New discoveries
– Discoveries peaked in the 1950s, 1960s, 1970s
– Growing gap between discoveries and production
– Will we really drill under Arctic Ocean ice for oil?

• Biofuels: Maybe 3rd generation; scale is key issue
• Unconventional oil: tar sands, oil shale
– High cost
– Major impacts: land, water, greenhouse gases
– Net energy lower than conventional oil

• Substitutes: No known substances can match all
the special qualities of conventional oil.
• Demand reductions [“Un-Oil”, “Nega-Gallons”]
– Reduce VMT
– Switch to vehicles that are more fuel-efficient
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Implications of Global Maximum Oil
Production Are Myriad
• Economies – high correlation between per capita
GDP and per capita energy inputs
• Food – our current system inefficiently converts
fossil fuels into food
• Water – energy and water are inter-dependent
• Population – remarkable parallel between use of
fossil fuels and population growth
• Transportation – highly reliant on liquid fuels
• Communities and built environment – depend on oil
• Health – EMT, disaster preparedness and
response, hospitals, pharmaceuticals, plastics
• War – very dependent on liquid fuels
• Energy security – perhaps no such thing
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Impending Oil Shortages:
Connections to Health and Well-Being
• Finally getting attention as a health issue
• Examples in recent literature:
– Journal of the Royal Society for the Promotion
of Health
– JAMA
– Public Health Reports
– Post Carbon Reader
– AJPH (American Journal of Public Health)
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Dominic Harrison

This will affect everything in our carbon addicted culture. Its
effects will have much more important chronic impacts than
acute climate change effects and its consequences are likely
to be unevenly distributed…”
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2007

2009
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Summary of 2007 JAMA Article
• “An extensive literature, ranging from the
apocalyptic to the reassuring, has explored
various scenarios … little … addresses the
implications … for public health.”
• Medical supplies & equipment
• Transportation
• Energy generation & heating
• Agriculture
• Other issues – “speculative” – economic
downturn, social disruption, psychological
ailments, armed conflict
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Michael T. Osterholm, PhD, MPH; Nicholas S. Kelley, MSPH

Two conclusions:

“(1) the connections among the global just-in-time
economy, energy availability, & public health are far
more extensive than almost anyone can imagine;
and
(2) the public health community has been largely
absent from this consideration and discussion of
energy issues.”
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Edited by Richard Heinberg and Daniel
Lerch
34 chapters, 440 pp, written by Fellows of
the Post Carbon Institute
Published by the University of California
Press, 2010

Chapter 29:
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AJPH Theme Issue on Peak Oil
Editors: Brian Schwartz, Cindy Parker, Jeremy
Hess, Howard Frumkin

Eight solicited papers

•
•
•
•

Overview
Health care system
Public health
Built environment

•
•
•
•

Food & agriculture
Global health
War & conflict
Communication

Papers submitted to AJPH June 1, 2010; forthcoming spring 2011
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Conclusions
• Serious concerns about impending oil shortages
expressed by many competent, unbiased professionals
• Worldwide maximum oil production will happen
– timing is uncertain, probably quite soon

• Although focus here has been on oil (liquid fuels),
supplies of natural gas, coal, & uranium are also finite
• Risks to economies, food & agriculture systems, water
systems, and public health are very large -- but have not
been rigorously evaluated
– risks will interact with climate change & other problems

• Probably too late now to mitigate (prevent) all risks
• We better plan some effective adaptation strategies
– For instance, should we: establish oil rationing protocols?
: create set-asides for critical activities?
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If we don’t plan ahead,
after global oil production reaches its
maximum rate and starts declining …
Is this what the
future holds?
OR
Is this vision
already a reality
in some areas?
Mad Max?

The End of Oil
A new game depicts a world at war
over rapidly dwindling crude supplies
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Thank you
Questions
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